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$\mathrm{P}\mathrm{c}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}_{1})\mathrm{S}$ . it is not too $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\cdot 0111$ the $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\cdot\iota \mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}_{}\mathrm{o}$ say $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}_{7}$ among the great concepts (as
$\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}_{1}1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{S}^{i}\mathrm{s}.$ conlpleteness, $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}_{7}$ convexity) on which functional analysis is based. con-
nectedness is relatively less popular, though this does not mean that it is less useful than
the $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{S}$ . The $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}\ln$ of this lecture is $\mathrm{j}$ust to support this lattel$\cdot$ sentence. focusing sollle
$1^{\cdot}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\iota 1\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{S}}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{C}$ connectcdness $1$) $\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}$ a $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}_{\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}}$ .
Our $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}_{11}\mathrm{t}$ is $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{e}\ln 1$ below. $\mathrm{B}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{e}$ stating it. to give the reader the
convellicnce to $1^{\cdot}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\Gamma/_{\lrcorner}\mathrm{e}$ analogies alld $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{c}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{s}$ . we recall. grouped t,ogether in Tlleol$\cdot$em
A. three $\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{y}$ fanlotls results due to K.Fan and $\mathrm{F}.\mathrm{E}.\mathrm{B}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}1^{\backslash }$.
Given a product space $X\cross Y$ . wc denote by $p_{X}$ and $p_{Y}$ the projections fronl $X\cross Y$
onto $X$ and $Y,$ lespectively. Moreover, if $A\subseteq X\cross Y,$ $\mathrm{f}_{01\mathrm{e}}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{y}x\in X$ and $y\in Y\mathrm{t}$ we put
$A_{x}=\{v\in Y : (x.v)\in A\}$
and
$A^{y}=\{u\in X : (u.y)\in A\}$ .
THEOREM A ([5]. $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{O}}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{l}$ and 2; [1]. Theorcnl 7). - Let $E,$ $F$ be two $r\cdot eC\iota l$
$Hausclo\gamma ff$
. locally conve.$litopolo(J^{ic(l}l\prime nect_{\mathit{0}}7$ spaces. let $X\subseteq E.$ $Y\subseteq F$ be two non-empty
compact $co\uparrow \mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}$ ) $e.’\iota$ sets. ancl let S. $T$ be $tu$) $0$ subsets of $X\cross Y$ . Assume that at least one of
the following three sets of $cond_{i}t^{l}i_{\mathit{0}nS}$ is $S(\iota t_{isfi\mathrm{C}l:}e$
$(\alpha)$ $S^{y}$ is conve.$lifo7^{\cdot}$ each $y\in Y.$ $S_{x}$ is open in $Yfo7^{\cdot}$ each $\Pi,$ $\in X,$ $T_{x}$ conve.v $f\mathrm{o}7^{\cdot}$ each
$x\in X$ . and $T^{y}$ is open in $X$ for each $y\in Y$ :
$(\beta)$ S. $T$ are closed. $S^{y}$ is conver for each $y\in Y$ . ancl $T_{x}$ is convex for each $x\in X$ :
$(\gamma)$ $S^{y}$ is $con\prime \mathrm{t}$ ) $exf\mathrm{o}7^{\cdot}$ each $y\in Y$ . $S_{x}$ is open in $Yf\cdot or$ each $J:\in X$ . $T$ is closed. and $T_{x}$ is
convcai $fo7^{\cdot}$ each $J^{\cdot}\in X$ .
Tlzen. at least one of the $f\cdot oll_{\mathit{0}}win_{\mathit{9}}(\iota s,\mathrm{q}e\mathcal{T}t_{ions}$ does hold:
(a) $px(T)\neq X$ .
(b) $p_{Y}(S)\neq Y$.
(c) $S\cap T\neq^{\psi}$ .
Ill [18]. we $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}_{11}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ out t,llat. when $Y$ is a seglnent, $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}$ A is still true $c\gamma s$sulning
$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{P}^{1}\mathrm{y}$ that the sections $s^{1}$’ are collllect,ed. $\mathrm{M}_{01\mathrm{e}_{\mathrm{P}}1}\cdot \mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}$ . we have the following
THEOREM 1 $([18]. \mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{e}\ln 2.3)$ . - Let X. $Y$ be two topological spaces. with $Y$
admitting a continuous bijection onto $[0.1]$ . and let S. $T$ be two subsets of $X\cross Y.$ with $S$
$C\mathit{0}nnect,d$ and. $f_{\mathit{0}7}$ . each $a:\in X.$ $T_{x}conneCt,ed$ . Moreover. assume that either $T^{y}$ is $ope77$
for eaclx $y\in Y$ . $\mathit{0}7^{\cdot}Y$ is compact and $T$ is closecl.
Then. at least one of the $f_{\mathit{0}ll_{\mathit{0}}w}in_{J}(ass(^{\supset}rt,i\prime \mathit{0}" 7S$ does hold:
(a) $\mathit{1}^{)}X(\tau)\neq X$ .
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(b) $p_{Y}(S)\neq Y$ and $\{y\in Y:(p_{X}(s)\mathrm{x}\{y\})\cap T=0\}\neq\emptyset$ .
(c) $S\cap T\neq\emptyset$ .
$\mathrm{T}1_{1\mathrm{C}}$ followiug $\mathrm{p}_{1}\cdot \mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}1$ is useful to $1^{\cdot}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{g}11\mathrm{i}\gamma/_{\lrcorner}\mathrm{C}$ the connect, $\mathrm{c}\mathfrak{c}111\mathrm{e}\mathrm{S}^{\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{s}$ of a $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{V}\mathrm{C}}11$ set $\mathrm{i}_{11}$ a
$1)1^{\cdot}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\iota \mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}$ spacc.
$\mathrm{P}\mathrm{I}\mathfrak{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{P}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{N}1([18]. \mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}2.4)$ . - Let X. $Yl_{J}c^{\lrcorner}tu$) $\mathit{0}$ topological spaces and let $S$
$l)(^{y}$ a $s?\iota l_{J}s(\supset t$ of
$\cdot$
$X\cross Y.$ $As$ .sume that at $l_{\text{ }}easf$ one of the $f_{0l,}l_{\text{ }}ow/_{\text{ }}n_{\theta}fou’\cdot sc^{J}tS$ of $co\gamma(l/,t_{\text{ }}ionS$ is
$sati\llcorner \mathrm{q}fie\zeta l$ :
$(\gamma_{1})$ $p_{Y}(S)$ is connected. $S^{y}$ is connecte($lf\mathrm{o}’\cdot$ each $y\in Y.$ ancl $S_{x}i_{\backslash },9$ open $f\mathrm{o}’\cdot c^{J}(\iota ch.7^{\cdot}\in X.\cdot$
$(\gamma_{2})$ $p_{Y}(S)$ is connectecl. $X$ is compact. $S$ is closecl. ancl $s^{\mathrm{t}}/$ is connecte$(lf\mathit{0}(C^{J}a(.hy\in Y.\cdot$
$(\gamma_{3})$ $\mathrm{P}x(s)$ is $con77,ected$ . $S_{x}$ is connecte($lf\cdot \mathit{0}7^{\cdot}c\lrcorner achJ^{\cdot}\in x$ . ancl $s^{\mathrm{t}}/$ is open $f_{\mathit{0}7}$ . each $y\in Y.\cdot$
$(\gamma_{4})$ $px(S)/,sconnec\cdot t_{C\acute{\mathrm{c}}}l$ . $Y$ is compa ( $t$ . $S$ is closcy($l(\iota\uparrow ldS_{x}$ is $\zeta on71C^{\lrcorner}ctedfo7^{\cdot}C^{\lrcorner}ach.’\cdot\in X$ .
Under such hypotheses. $S$ is connected.
Then. thallks to $\mathrm{P}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}1$ . wc $1_{1}\dot{C}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}$ following particular case of $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{C}1111$
which is $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{l}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}}1\mathrm{y}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\ln_{\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{n}1}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f},1_{1}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}_{\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{o}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{e}$ A ( $\sec$ also [2]):
THEOREM 2 ([18]. Tllcol$\cdot$clll 2.5). - Let X. $Y$ be two $topol_{\mathit{0}j}\mathrm{c}$ical spaces. with $Y$
aclmitting a continuous $b_{i}ject?on$ onto $[0.1]$ . and let S. $T$ be two subsets of $X\cross Y.$ Assume
that at least one of the following eight sets of $co7ld_{i}ti\prime \mathit{0}\uparrow xS$ is satisfied:
$(\delta_{1})$ $pY(S)$ is connectlecl. $S^{y}$ is connected $fo7^{\cdot}$ each $y\in Y$ . $S_{x}$ is open $f\mathrm{o}7^{\cdot}$ each $r:\in X.$ $T_{x}$
is connectecl for each $r:\in X$ . and $T^{y}$ is open $f\mathit{0}’$’ each $y\in Y$ :
$(\delta_{2})$ $p_{Y}(S)?,S$ connected. $Y$ is compact. $S^{y}?,S$ connected $f_{\mathit{0}7}$ . each $y\in Y.$ $S_{x}$ is open for $\cdot$
each.r $\in X$ . $T$ is closecl. a77, $\mathrm{c}lT_{x}$ is connected $f\mathrm{o}7$ each.r $\in X.\cdot$
$(\delta_{3})$ $\mathit{1}^{)}Y(S)?SC\mathit{0}77$nected. $X$ is $c\cdot \mathit{0}\prime \mathit{0}7,pact,$ . $S$ is closed. $s^{1}$’ is connectecl $f_{07}$ each $y\in Y.$ $T_{J}$ .
is connected for$\cdot$ each.! $\cdot$ $\in X$ . and $T^{y}$ is open for$\cdot$ each $y\in Y$ :
$(\delta_{4})$ $p_{Y}(S)$ is $connect_{C^{\lrcorner}(}l$ . $X$ and $Y$ are $co^{\Psi}mp_{\overline{\mathrm{C}}}(,Ct$ . $S$ and $Ta7e$ closed. $s^{\mathrm{t}}/$ ,is c.ontle$(.t_{C^{\lrcorner}dfo}’\cdot$
each $y\in Y$ : and $T_{x}$ is connected $fo\uparrow$ . each $x\in X.\cdot$
$(\delta_{5})$ $px(S)$ is connected. $S_{x}$ and $.T_{x}$ are connected $f\mathrm{o}7^{\cdot}$ each $\alpha:\in X.$ ancl $S^{y}$ and $T^{y}a7e$
open for each $y\in Y$ :
$(\delta_{6})$ $px(S)$ is $C\mathit{0}77,necteCl$ . $Y$ is compact. $S_{x}$ is connected $fo^{J}(c^{J}(\iota(h_{J}\cdot\in X.$ $S^{y}?,S$ open $f_{\mathit{0}7}$ .
each $y\in Y$ . $T$ is closecl. an ($lT_{x}$ is $co7l\zeta\lrcorner \mathrm{C}^{\cdot}tc^{\lrcorner}(l$ for each.$\chi\cdot\in X$ :
$(\delta_{7})$ $px(S)$ is connected. $Y$ is compact. $S$ is closed. $S_{x}$ and $T_{x}$ are comlected $fo\mathrm{r}’$ . each
$J^{\cdot}\in X$ . $a\uparrow 7,dT^{y}$ is open $fo7^{\cdot}$ each $y\in Y.\cdot$
$(\delta_{8})$ $px(S)$ is connectecl. $Y$ is compact. $S$ and $TCl7^{\cdot}e$ closed. $ancl_{\text{ }}s_{x}$ and $T_{x}Cl,\mathcal{T}C^{J}$ connected
$fo7^{\cdot}$ cach.r $\in X$ .
Then. at least one of the following $assC7^{\cdot}t\dot{i}ons$ cloes hold:
(a) $p_{X}(T)\neq X$ .
(b) $p_{Y}(S)\neq Y$ and $\{y\in Y:(px(S)\cross\{y\})\cap T=\emptyset\}\neq\emptyset$ .
(c) $S\cap T\neq\emptyset$ .
We llow $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{t}$ t,o $\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}}\mathrm{e}11\mathrm{f}$) a series of $\mathrm{a}_{1^{)}\mathrm{I}^{)}\mathrm{s}}1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}11$ of $\mathrm{T}1_{1\mathrm{C}\mathrm{O}}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{l}$ alld 2. The first of
$\mathrm{t}1_{1\mathrm{e}11}1$ coltcel$\cdot$ns tlle following $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}_{1}1\mathrm{i}$-nlax $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}1$:
THEOREM 3 ([18]. Tllcol$\cdot$clll 1.1). - Let X. $Y$ be two $topol_{\mathit{0}}\mathrm{c}/lCalspac\cdot(’.\backslash \backslash$ . $\mathrm{t}l’/\prime t,hY$
$C\mathit{0}7\prime_{\mathit{4}}ne(ted$ and $aclm\dot{t},tt?,n.c/acont^{\mathrm{c}}/,nuous$ bijection onto $[0.1]$ . and let $f$ be a real $l\dot{u}ncti\mathit{0}n$ on
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$X\mathrm{x}$ Y. Assume that. for each $\lambda>\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}_{1^{\mathrm{J}_{\mathrm{t}’\in}}}Y\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{f}x\in Xf(\prime J:, y)$. $x_{0}\in X$ . $y_{0}\in Y$ . the sets
$\{J:\in X:f.(x.y0)\leq\lambda\}$
ancl
$\{y\in Y : f.(.’:_{0\cdot y})>\lambda\}$
$a” eCon\gamma’ ect,(l$ . In $ad(lit\mathit{1}i\mathit{0}n$ . $as\mathit{8}’pme$ that at least one of $t,hc^{\mathrm{J}}$ followin.q $th7^{\cdot}ee$ sets of $cond^{l}/_{\text{ }}ti\mathit{0}ns$
’is satisfied:
$(h_{1})$ $f(?\cdot. \cdot)$ is $uppe7^{\cdot}semli_{C}\text{ }ont_{i}?I^{\prime p}\iota ouSi7l,$ $Yf\cdot \mathit{0}^{J}’ C^{\lrcorner}(\iota ch.;\cdot\in X.$ and $f(\cdot\tau y)$ is lower senzicon-
tin,uous in $X$ for each $y\in Y$ :
$(h_{2})$ $Y$ is compact. an($lf$ is $uppe’\gamma\cdot SemiC\mathit{0}nlJinu\mathit{0}’\mathrm{l}\iota s$ in $X\mathrm{x}Y$ :
$(h_{3})$ $X$ is compact. and $f$ is lowe” $SC\lrcorner m\prime ic\cdot ont_{i^{0}\mathit{0}u},o^{!}us’/,nX\mathrm{x}Y$ .
Uncler such $h_{l},/p_{\mathit{0}}t\prime heSes$ . one has
$J\mathrm{t}\in Y\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}11^{)}\mathrm{i}11\mathrm{f}f(_{l}.:.y)x\in X=\mathrm{i}11\mathrm{f}x\in X_{J\in}^{\cdot}\mathrm{S}\iota 1\iota’ Y1)f.(x_{\tau}y)$
.
Two $\mathrm{a}_{1^{)}\mathrm{P}}1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{S}$ of Tllcorem 3 will $\mathrm{b}\mathrm{c}$ . in $\mathrm{t}\iota 11^{\cdot}\mathrm{n},$ $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{d}$ later.
Anothcr application of $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}2$ yiclds $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{C}$ following rcsult on the existence of Nash
$\mathrm{e}\mathrm{q}\iota \mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{i}\mathrm{U}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}$ points which is dircctly conlpal$\cdot$able with $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{C}\mathrm{m}4$ of [5].
THEOREM 4 ([21], Tlleol$\cdot$eln 10). -Let $X$ be a Hausdorff compact topological space.
$Y$ an arc. a77, $clf.(j$ two continuous $7^{\cdot}e(\iota l$ functions on $X\cross Y$ such that, $fo7^{\cdot}$ each $\lambda\in B$ .
$.’.0\in X$ . $y_{0}\in Y$ . the sets $\{.1: \in X : f(J^{\cdot}.y_{0})\geq\lambda\}an(l\{y\in Y : g(a:0\cdot y)\geq\lambda\}a7^{\cdot}e$ connectecl.
$Thc^{yJ}’$ . $t,he7(\lrcorner$ exists $(.\mathfrak{l}^{*}.y^{*})\in X\cross Y$ such $t\prime_{1_{}(\iota}t$,
$f.(.l:y^{*})\star.=1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{J}\in X\mathrm{X},f.(r\cdot. y^{*})$
and
$g(x^{*}..y^{*})= \max_{\mathrm{t}’\in Y}g(_{\mathrm{J}}1^{*}..y)$ .
$\mathrm{A}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{C}1^{\iota 1}\mathrm{C}11\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}$ of Tllcol$\cdot$elll 2 is tlle following
THEOREM 5 ([21], $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{c}111\backslash r_{))}$ . - Let $E$ be an infinite-dimensional Hausdorff
$\cdot$
topo-
$log’i_{C}al$ vector space E. $X\subseteq E$ a $co7bve^{J}.\mathit{1},’\backslash sc^{y}t$ ulith non-empty $inteno7^{\cdot}$. $K\subseteq E$ a $7^{\cdot}elat_{iv}ely$
$C\mathit{0}7\gamma|,l^{)actsu}b\mathit{8}et$ . $Y\subseteq R$ a compact $’/,?1f_{\text{ }}e\gamma\cdot’${ $)al$ . and S. $T$ two subsets of $X\cross Y$ . A ssume that:
(i) $S_{x}$ is open in $Yf\mathrm{o}7^{\cdot}$ each $r\cdot\in X\backslash K$ . and $S^{y}$ is convex and with non-empty intenor
for each $y\in Y$ :
(ii) $T_{x}$ is non-empty and connectecl $f\mathrm{o}7^{\cdot}$ each.x: $\in X\backslash K$ . and $eithe7^{\cdot}\tau^{y}\backslash K$ is open $i7?$,
$X\backslash K$ for each $y\in Y$ . $\mathit{0}7^{\cdot}Y$ is compact and $T\backslash (K\cross Y)$ is closed in $(X\backslash K)\mathrm{x}Y$ .
Then. for every set $V\subseteq X\mathrm{x}Y$ such that $V^{y}$ is relatively compact in $E$ for each $y\in Y$
$an(lV_{x}i,s$ closed in $Y$ for each.$l:\in X\backslash K$ . the set $(S\backslash (V\cup(K\mathrm{x}Y)))\cap T$ is non-empty.
Tllcol$\cdot$clll 5 was $\mathrm{a}_{\mathrm{P}1}$) $1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{d}$ in [3] by A. $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}_{1}111\grave{1}$ to obtain wllat seenls to bc thc first lnini-
lllirx theorclll. involving t,wo $\mathrm{f}_{1111}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}}’ f\cdot j‘$ . whcrc it is’ not $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{S}^{}1\iota 1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ tllat $f\leq.(/\cdot \mathrm{H}\mathrm{e}1^{\cdot}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}$
is as follows:
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THEOREM 6 $([3]. \mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{C}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}1)$ . - $Lc^{J}t$ E. $X$ , K. $Y$ be as in Theorem 5, and let $f.g$ . $h$
be $th7^{\cdot}ee$ real functions on $X\cross Y.$ Assume $thc\iota t$ :
(a) $f(\mathrm{J}^{\cdot}. \cdot)$ is $\mathrm{c}_{\mathit{1}}uaSi$-concave in $Yfo7^{\cdot}$ each $x\in X\backslash K.$ ancl $eit,h,e7^{\cdot}f’$ is upper $\cdot$ se$rniCont_{il}\gamma_{}u\mathit{0}us$
$’\iota 7\mathrm{t}(X\backslash K)\mathrm{x}Y\mathit{0}’(f(\cdot.y)$ is lower $serniCor\iota tinu\mathit{0}ut\mathrm{b}^{\backslash }$ in $X\backslash K$ for each $y\in Y$ :
(b) $j((.l\cdot. \cdot)$ is $\mathit{1}l\iota ppc\lrcorner 7^{\cdot}sem\uparrow,conf\prime inu\mathit{0}usi,nYf\cdot or\cdot$ each.’ $\cdot$ $\in X\backslash K$ . $(l’\prime ld.’/(\cdot.y)\prime is\iota\iota\prime \mathit{1}^{J’}I^{)}e^{r}’\cdot sc^{\lrcorner}m\prime i-$
$cont\prime inuo$us and $(l^{u(}\iota si-Convc\lrcorner.\prime l\cdot’/,nxfor\cdot(^{\lrcorner}ac\}hy\in Y.\cdot$
(c) $h(J^{\cdot}. \cdot)$ is $!u_{\mathit{1})}p(^{J}7^{\cdot}sC^{y}m\prime iC^{\cdot}()\prime bt_{i}n’(l\mathit{0}lIs?\prime\prime 7,$ $Yf_{\mathit{0}7ea(}\cdot h.1^{\cdot}\in X\backslash K$ . $a;(_{j}d$ the set { $.;\cdot\in X$ : $h(.’$ . $,(/)\geq$
$\lambda\}$ is $\gamma elat_{\text{ }}\prime j’\iota\prime Cl\prime yC\mathit{0}’\prime n_{\mathit{1}^{Jact}}\prime i^{6}nEf_{\mathit{0}}\gamma$ . each $y\in Y(\iota n(l(’(\iota cl_{l}, \lambda>\mathrm{S}111)1)\in Y\in \mathrm{i}11\mathrm{f}_{1},xg(u.v)$ :
(c1) $f(’.x:.y)\leq \mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x}\{g(.’\cdot.y). h(.|.y)\}$ for$\cdot$ each $(.l:. y)\in(X\backslash K)\mathrm{x}Y$ .
Tlzen. for $e^{\mathrm{f}}\iota$ ) $e7^{\cdot}yrelat^{J}i1\prime C^{\lrcorner}ly$ compact $sc^{J}tH\subseteq E$ . $0^{J}\prime\prime,c^{\lrcorner}h’\iota s$
$J\in x\backslash H‘’\in/Y\mathrm{i}_{11\mathrm{f}f}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{S}\iota\iota 1)(_{l:.y}.)\leq J\mathrm{t}\mathrm{L}\mathrm{b}’ \mathrm{t}\in Y11)L\in X\mathrm{i}11\mathrm{f}.(/(.’\cdot, y)$
.
A joint $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{p}1^{)}1\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\downarrow \mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}11$ of $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}2\mathrm{w}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{t},11\mathrm{C}$ classical $\mathrm{M}\mathrm{a}^{r}/_{}\mathrm{u}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}’/\lrcorner$ tlleol$\cdot$cln on tlle
$\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}$ dinlensioll. yields $\mathrm{T}1_{1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}}\ln 7$ below wllich $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}n1(1$ be of illtcl$\cdot$csf, $\mathrm{i}_{1}1\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}11\uparrow,1^{\cdot}(1\mathrm{t}1_{1\mathrm{c}(}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{y}$.
$\mathrm{P}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}^{}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}$ . let $l$) bc a $1$) $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}_{l\mathrm{i}\mathrm{V}}\mathrm{e}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{c}‘ A$ numbcr $\mathrm{a}11(1$ let $F$ be a $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}^{\mathrm{Y}}11\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}n\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\cdot 0111$
$[0, b]\cross R^{71}$ into $R^{71}$ . We denote by $S_{F}$ the set of all $\mathrm{C}_{C}‘\iota 1^{\cdot}\dot{\zeta}\iota \mathrm{t}11\acute{\mathrm{c}}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{c}1_{0}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{y}$ solutions of the $1$) $1^{\cdot}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{m}$
$\prime J:’\in F(t,.x),$ $\prime x(\mathrm{o})=0$ in $[0. l)]$ . That is’ to say
$S_{F}=$ { $u\in AC([0$ . $b]$ . $R^{n})$ : $u’(t)\in F(t.u(t))$ $\mathrm{a}.\mathrm{c}$ . in $[0$ . $b]$ . $u(\mathrm{O})=0$ }
$\mathrm{w}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}(\mathrm{Y},1^{\cdot}\mathrm{c}$ . of $\mathrm{C}()\iota 11^{\cdot}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{S}’ \mathrm{c}$. $AC([0. lJ]. B^{\tau\}})\mathrm{e}1_{\mathrm{C}1}1\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}_{}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}1_{1\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{s}_{1^{\mathrm{J}\mathrm{a}(_{\text{ }^{}\backslash }(}}\backslash$, of all absolutcly $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\iota \mathrm{l}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{f}_{\mathrm{t}111\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}}|\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}111\mathrm{S}^{\mathrm{I}}$
$\mathrm{f}_{\mathrm{l}\mathrm{O}111}[(). l)]\mathrm{i}_{11}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{o}B^{\prime?}$ . For $\mathfrak{t}_{\text{ }^{}\backslash }\mathrm{a}\mathrm{C}1_{1}t\in[0. l)]$ . $1$) $11\mathrm{t}$,
$A_{F}(t)=\{u(t,) : u\in S_{F}\}$ .




$C_{F}=$ { $.’\cdot\in B^{\gamma(}$ : $\{\dagger\in[0$ . $b]:.’\in A_{F}(t)\}$ is collllecf,ccl}.
THEOREM 7 ([21]. Tllcol$\cdot$clll 9). - $A_{S}s^{l}ume$ that $F$ has non-empty compact $con\mathrm{t}^{)}e:?$ .
values and bounded range. Moreover. assume $t,hc\iota tF(_{\tau}..l\cdot)$ is measurable $f\mathrm{o}7^{\cdot}$ each $x\in R^{J?}$
and that $F(t, \cdot)$ is $uppe7^{\cdot}semiCont_{inu\mathit{0}}uSf_{\mathit{0}}7^{\cdot}$ $a$ . $e$ . $t\in[0_{\tau}l)]$ .
Tllen, for every non-empty connected set $X\subseteq V_{F}\cap C_{F}$ which is open in its affine hulll







$fo7^{\cdot}$ some $t\in$ ] $0$ . $l$)[. $whe^{1}re\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}(X)$ denotes the $cove\gamma ing(l\prime i_{\text{ }}menSion$ of $X$ .
It is also $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}$ noticing $\mathrm{a}11\mathrm{O}\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{p}1$) $1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{o}1}1$ of $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}2$ which allowed P.Cubiotti
allcl B.Di Bclla to gct thc following $1^{\cdot}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}$ . $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{c}\langle\cdot. \cdot\rangle$ dcnotes the usual inner $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}$ in
$R^{71}$ .
THEOREM 8 ([4]. Tlle$()1^{\cdot}\mathrm{G}1114$ ). -Let $f$ : $[0.1]arrow R^{7l}(n\geq 2)bc^{\lrcorner}$ a $cont\text{ }inu\mathit{0}uSf\dot{u}nction$
and $l,et/Y=\{y\in R^{\prime\}} :||y||=1\}$ . $ASs’(\iota\eta leth(\iota t$ . $fo7$ each $\sigma<0$ . $the\prime\prime ee!iStSL_{\sigma}>0$ such
$tt_{1,}(r_{\text{ }}t$ . for each $fir\prime^{l},/,t\prime \mathrm{c}’$ set $\{y_{1}. \ldots.y_{h}\}\subseteq Y$ . $the‘/e\prime is$ a set $\{t_{1}. \ldots.t,\}\subseteq[0.1]$ such $t,hat$
$\langle f.(t_{?}).y_{i}\rangle\geq\sigma$ alld $|t_{i}-t_{j}|\leq L_{\sigma}||y_{i}-y_{j}||$
$fo’ r$ . all $i,$ $j’=1$ . $\ldots.\lambda_{i}$ .
Then. $f$ vanishes $c\iota tS\mathit{0}^{}\prime 7lCpo/,nt$ of
$\cdot$
$[0.1]$ .
The next rcsult colllcs out $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\ln$ a $\mathrm{j}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}_{11}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{p}1^{)}1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{f},\mathrm{i}_{01\}}$ of Tlleol$\cdot$enl 1 $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f},1_{1}$ the classical
Leray-Schaudcr $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}11\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{U}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}\mathfrak{U}1^{)1\mathrm{i}_{11\mathrm{c}}\mathrm{i}}\mathrm{P}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}$.
THEOREM 9 ([21]. Tlleol$\cdot$cnl 12). - Let $E$ be a Banach space. $[a_{\}l)]$ a compact 7 $eal$
interval. $\Omega$ a $non- e\prime mpt_{\text{ }}y$ open bounded subset of E. $f$ a $cont?nu\mathit{0}/us\mathit{1}\dot{u}ncti\mathit{0}nf\dot{7}\cdot om\overline{\Omega}\cross[(x. l)]$
into E. with $;/el(\iota ti_{j}?\mathit{1}ely$ cornpact $r\cdot ange$ . Assume that $f(x, y)\neq J^{\cdot}f\mathrm{o}/\cdot$ all $(r\cdot.y)\in\partial\Omega\cross[a. b]$
ancl that the Leray-Schaude7 $\dot{\uparrow,}ndex$ of $f(\cdot, \mathrm{c}x)$ is not $zer\cdot 0$ .
Then. $fo7^{\cdot}$ every lower semicontinuous function $\varphi$ : $\Omegaarrow[\mathrm{c}x, lJ]$ and $ever\cdot 1/upper$ semi-
continuous function $\emptyset$) $:\Omegaarrow[a. b]$ . with $\varphi(.’\prime_{J})\leq\psi(a\cdot)$ for$\cdot$ all $:x:\in\Omega$ . there exist $x^{*}\in\Omega$ and
$y^{*}\in[\varphi(.l^{*}). \psi(.’\cdot)*]$ such that $f(J:^{*}.y^{*})=.1^{*}$ .
In $c\iota(ldit_{i}\mathit{0}n$ . if $fo7^{\cdot}$ so$7ne$ secquence $\{\lambda_{7}, \}$ of
$\cdot$ positive real numbers. ulith $\inf_{\eta}\in N\lambda_{7\mathit{1}}=0$ .
one $l_{7,at}\mathrm{q}$
$\inf\{y\in[a. l)] : ||f(.\iota\cdot.y)-x||\geq\lambda_{71}\}=\mathrm{i}_{11}\mathrm{f}\{y\in[(x.l)] : ||f.(.’:.y)-?\cdot||>\lambda_{71}\}$
$f\mathrm{o}r$
. each $x\in\Omega..71\in Nfo7^{\cdot}$ which
$\{y\in[a. b] : ||\mathit{1}’(.t:.y)-.;\cdot||>\lambda_{n}\}\neq\emptyset$ .
then $the7^{\cdot}eexists.\prime_{0}\in\Omega$ such that, $f(\mathit{1}^{\cdot}0\cdot y)=.x_{0}$ for$\cdot$ $c\iota lly\in[a. l)]$ .
Wc llow colne to thc two announccd $\mathrm{a}_{1^{)}\mathrm{D}}1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}11\mathrm{S}$ of Theorenl 3. The $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}$ of tllenl is
$\mathrm{d}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{C}$ to O.Naselli ([8]). Making $\mathrm{u}\mathrm{s}^{1}\mathrm{e}$ of $\mathrm{T}1_{1\mathrm{C}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}1}3$ . shc got. as a corollary of a lllol$\cdot$c general
$1^{\cdot}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}’\iota 1\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}.$ tllc $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}1_{0}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{i}1$
THEOR.EM 10 $([8]. \mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{C}}\ln 3.4)$ . -Let $E$ be a real $HauSCl_{\mathit{0}r\beta}$ topological vecto 7 space.
$p$ a real $nu7nber$ greater than 1. and $\alpha.\beta.\gamma$ three affine functionals on E. with $\gamma(0)\geq 0$ .
Then. for every closed. boundecl ancl conve.’r set, $X\subseteq\gamma^{-1}([\gamma(0)$ . $+\infty[)\cap\gamma^{-1}(]0$ . $+\chi \mathrm{j}[)$ .
$w^{\eta}/t,h\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}(x)\geq 2$ . one has
$\inf_{x\in X}(c\iota(?\cdot)+(\frac{|\beta(.|)|^{I})}{\gamma(.1)}..)^{\frac{\}}{\prime^{y}-1})}=\mathrm{i}_{11}\mathrm{f}x\in B_{\backslash }\cdot((\gamma(.).)+(\frac{|\beta(.?\cdot)|^{p}}{\gamma(.1)}..)^{\frac{\mathrm{l}}{1^{y}-1})}$ .
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$u)h,ere$
$B_{X}=\{.’\cdot\in X : \exists y\in \mathrm{a}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}(X)\backslash \{.1^{\cdot}\} : [.l\cdot.y]\cap X=\{.l\cdot\}\}$.
$\mathrm{a}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}(X)be\dot{\uparrow,}ng$ the affine hull of
$\cdot$
X. and $[$ .’. $y]$ being the $li,ne$ segment $.\prime i\mathit{0}\eta_{j}nin(j\cdot l\cdot$ and $y$ .
$\mathrm{T}11\mathrm{C}$ otllcl$\cdot$ application of $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}}1113$ we $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{l}_{1}$ to $1^{\cdot}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}$ collccl$\cdot$ llcb’ $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{c}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{l}\cdot$ ‘A $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{t}11\mathrm{C}\uparrow_{}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}11\mathrm{a}1_{\iota}\mathrm{b}’$ .
We $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{s}\mathrm{t},$ $\mathrm{i}11\mathrm{t}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}_{\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{c}$ s’olnc $11\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{i}_{01}1$ .
Ill $\mathrm{t}1_{1\mathrm{c}1}1\mathrm{c}\mathrm{X}\mathrm{f},$ folll$\cdot$ $1^{\cdot}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}111\mathrm{t}\prime \mathrm{S}^{1}$. (T. F. $l^{(},$ ) is a $\sigma- \mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}|\mathrm{c}\backslash 1\mathrm{l}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}-(\iota \mathrm{f},(11\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}$ ( $\rangle$ llle\mbox{\boldmath $\kappa$}lll$\cdot$c $\mathrm{s}_{1}’$) $‘(\iota(^{\backslash }(^{\mathrm{Y}}\text{ }(l^{l(}\tau)>())$ .
(E. $||\cdot||$ ) is a real $\mathrm{B}\mathrm{a}11\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}1_{1}\mathrm{s}_{1}$) $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{c}(E\neq\{()\}).$ allcl $p$ is a $1^{\cdot}\mathrm{C}\subset‘ \mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\iota 11\mathrm{l}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{g}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{C}_{(}‘\iota \mathrm{t}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathfrak{s}_{}1_{1\mathrm{a}}11$ or cqual
to 1. $\mathrm{W}1_{1\mathrm{e}11}p=1$ . wc will $\mathrm{a}(10_{1})\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t},1_{1\mathrm{c}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}}11\mathrm{v}\mathrm{C}11\mathrm{t},\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}11\frac{\mathit{1}^{J}}{I)-1}=\infty$ .
For sinlplicity. we dellotc by $X$ t,he $11\mathrm{s}\mathrm{l}1‘ A\mathrm{s}_{1}’$) $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{C}L^{\mathit{1}^{j}}$(T. $E$ ) of ( $\mathrm{C}$ ($1^{\mathrm{u}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{V}}}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}’ \mathrm{s}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{s}^{}$ of)
strongly $l\iota- \mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\iota 11^{\cdot}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}$ fillctiolls $?l$, : $Tarrow E$ stlcll that, $\mathrm{J}_{T}||n,(t)||^{T^{J}}d_{l}\iota<+\infty,$ $(^{s},\mathrm{c}_{1^{\mathrm{t}1}}\mathrm{i}_{1^{)}\mathrm{P}}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}1$
$\mathrm{w}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{t}_{\downarrow}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{m}||?\mathit{1}_{J}||_{X}=(.[_{T}||n,(t)||^{p}d_{l^{b}})^{\frac{1}{l^{y}}}$ .
$\mathrm{M}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\cdot$. we denote ])$\mathrm{y}V(X)$ tlle $\mathrm{f}_{((1}‘ 11\mathrm{i}1_{\mathrm{Y}}$. of all $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\prime \mathrm{s}V\subseteq X$ of $\mathrm{t}11\mathfrak{t}^{\backslash }\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}1_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{W}\mathrm{i}_{1}}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{c}$:
$V=\{\iota l_{\mathfrak{j}}\in X$ : $\Psi(u)=./T^{\cdot}.(/(t.u(t))dl^{\iota\}}$
$\mathrm{w}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{C}\Psi$ is a continuous $1\mathrm{i}_{11\mathrm{C}\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{f}_{1}11\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}1$on X. and $g:T\cross Earrow R$ is’ stlcll tllat $\mathrm{t}11\mathrm{C}\mathrm{i}_{1}1\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{g}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{a}1$
functional $u arrow\int_{T}:$] $(t. u(t))d_{l}\iota$ is (wcll-defincd and) $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{i}_{1)\mathrm{S}\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f},\Gamma/_{\lrcorner}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}11$ ill X. with $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{i}_{1)\mathrm{S}}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}_{Z}^{r}$
constant strictly lcss than $||\Psi||_{X^{\mathrm{r}}}$ .
Note, in $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{u}}1\mathrm{a}1^{\cdot}.$ tllat each closcd $\mathrm{h}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{e}1}1^{)}1\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}$ of $X$ belollgs to tlle $\mathrm{f}_{\lambda}‘ \mathrm{n}1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}V(X)$ .
Wc tllcu havc
THEOREM 11 ([22]. Th$(_{\text{ }^{}\backslash }()1^{\cdot}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{n}12)$ . - Let $f$ : $T\cross Earrow[0$ . $+\infty$ [ be such that $f(\cdot. x)$ is
$l^{l}$ -,,, $c^{\lrcorner}aSl\iota rablefo7^{\cdot}$ each $x\in E$ ancl $f(t. \cdot)$ is $LipSchlf_{J}z’$an $\mu)^{\prime jth}L\prime_{\mathit{1}^{JSC}}h,\prime it_{Z}$ constant $M(t)fo7^{\cdot}$
$al_{\text{ }}\prime\prime\prime,ostevc^{J}7^{\cdot}yt\in T.$ $wl/_{j}e\prime\prime eM\in L^{\frac{l)}{l)-1}}(T)$ . $Assumc^{y}t_{\text{ }}h(\iota tf(\cdot. 0)\in L^{1}(T)$ and that there
$ex\eta stS$ a sequence $\{\lambda_{7}, \}\prime i^{\mathit{1}}n]0$ . $+\infty$ [. $wit,h1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}1_{\eta}arrow+\infty/\backslash _{7},$ $=+\infty$ . such that,. $f_{\mathit{0}7}$ . almost $e\tau\prime e7y$
$t\in T$ and $f_{\mathit{0}\gamma\cdot ev}er?J.\tau:\in E$ . one has
$7l arrow+\infty 1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}1^{\cdot}\frac{f(t.\lambda_{\eta}?\cdot)}{\lambda_{71}}=0$.
Then. $fo7^{\cdot}$ every $V\in V(X)$ . one lias
$\inf_{\mathrm{t}L\in V}/T^{\cdot}f’(t,. \mathrm{t}/,(t))d_{l}l=1\mathrm{A}\in x\mathrm{i}11\mathrm{f}./\tau f.(t, u(t))(l/\iota$ .
$\mathrm{T}11\mathrm{C}$ proof of $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{C}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}11$ is fully based on an $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{p}1^{)}1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ of LelllDla 1 of [19]. It, is
jtlst, this $\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{f},\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ to be obtained by means of all application of $\mathrm{T}1_{1\mathrm{C}01}\cdot \mathrm{e}1113$ . It is also worth
noticing that such an application is made possiblc by the following $\mathrm{V}\mathrm{C}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{y}$ illt,cresting $1^{\cdot}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}$
of J. Saint Raynlond:
THEOREM 12 $([23]. \mathrm{T}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\acute{\mathrm{e}}01^{\cdot}\grave{\mathrm{e}}111\mathrm{C}3)$ . - Let $f$ : $T\cross Earrow R$ be a $F\otimes B(E)- meaSu7^{\cdot}able$
$funct_{i},\mathit{0}n$ . $B(E)$ being the Borel $f\cdot a7nily$ of E. Then. if
$\cdot$ we put
$Y=\{u\in X : f(\cdot. \prime ll (\cdot)) \in L^{1}(T)\}$ .
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$f\cdot 07^{\cdot}$ each $\lambda\in R$ . the set
$\{u\in Y:./\tau. f.(t.u(t))d_{l^{l}}, \leq\lambda\}$
$\prime i,s$ connected.
TllCol$\cdot$elll 11 has thc following two $\mathrm{c}(1\mathrm{l}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\iota \mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}\Re$ .
THEOREM 13 ([22]. $\mathrm{T}11(_{\text{ }^{}\backslash }01^{\cdot}\mathrm{c}1111)$ . - Let, $El_{JC}Sepa7^{\cdot}ablC^{\mathrm{J}}$ . and let $F$ : $Tarrow 2^{E}$ be $(\iota$
$\uparrow 7\iota eaSu7^{\cdot}\zeta\iota bl_{C}\lrcorner mult_{i}fu\uparrow \mathrm{t}C^{\cdot}t\prime i,\prime on$ . (4) $j\prime th\prime 7,\mathit{0}\prime l,-(^{\lrcorner}7l\prime\prime\prime ljtycl_{\mathit{0}}s(,J(lvalIlcJs$ . $Assu\prime nCJt_{\text{ }}$}$1,(\iota\dagger,$ $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t},(0.F(\cdot))\in L^{1}(T)$
and that $tl\iota e\prime e(.’.1^{\backslash },\prime j,St\prime S$ a $.se(l’u$ (’ $n\langle:(\lrcorner$. $\{\lambda_{7l}\}$ in $]()$ . $+\infty[$ . $l)$) $/,t\prime h1\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{l}11},,arrow+\infty^{\lambda}"=+\infty$ . such that. $fo7^{\cdot}$
$al?noste’l)eryt\in T$ ancl $fo^{Q}’\cdot cJve7^{\cdot}y.l:\in E$ . $\mathit{0}?’,C^{\lrcorner}t_{l,(l_{\mathrm{c}}}’$)
$n arrow+\infty 1\mathrm{i}_{111}\frac{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}(\lambda,\prime x.F(t))}{\lambda_{7\mathit{1}}}=0$ .
Then. if $p=1$ . $c^{J}ac\cdot h\prime m\mathrm{c}^{\lrcorner}mbe7^{\cdot}$ of
$\cdot$
the $fcnr\prime_{j}^{l}i\text{ }lyV(x)$ contains a selection of $F$ .
THEOREM 14 $([22]. \mathrm{T}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{O}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}116)$ . - Let $E$ be ,, $c^{J}.fte.L\prime i?$ ) $c^{y}$ and $sepa7^{\cdot}alJle$ . let $p>1$ . and let
$f’$ : $T\cross Earrow[0$ . $+\mathrm{x}$ [ be $.S’ll\subset\cdot h$ that $f(\cdot..l\cdot)!/,s_{l^{l,- Tn}}\mathfrak{c}J(\iota Su7$ able $f\cdot 07^{\cdot}$ each $x\in E.$ $f$ $(\cdot$ . () $)$ $\in L^{1}(T)$ .
an($lf(t. \cdot)i_{t}sG_{C\iota}^{\wedge}t_{\text{ }}C^{y}au?$ . ($lifferenf_{\text{ }}\prime/,lJlc^{\mathrm{J}}f\mathrm{o}7^{\cdot}$ almost $ene7yt\in T.$ $M_{\mathit{0}7eo}\prime Ue7^{\cdot}$ . $assu\uparrow ne$ that
$the\gamma\cdot e$
$(^{\supset},.\mathrm{q},\eta,stM\in L^{-\perp}l)-/-_{\mathrm{J}}(T)$ ancl a $\iota\backslash \cdot c’,que7\iota cc\{\lambda_{7l}\}in]0$ . $+\infty$ [. with $1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}1_{n}arrow+\infty\lambda_{7}l=+\infty$ . such that.




Then. $f_{\mathit{0}7e\mathrm{t}^{)}}.e\prime ryV\in V(X)$ . $t_{\text{ }}he^{\dagger}\gamma Ce.li’/_{}St,s$ a $sc(l^{\mathrm{t}}\iota$ence $\{\prime u_{ll}\mathrm{c}\}$ in $V$ such that
$n arrow+\infty 1\mathrm{i}111J\tau’\}f(f.u,(t))d_{\mathit{1}}\iota=1\mathrm{A}\in\inf_{X}J_{\tau}f(t,.u(t))dll$,
$a^{;}\prime 7\text{ }d$
$’|arrow+\infty 1\mathrm{i}1)1./T^{\cdot}||f_{x}’.(t.?\mathit{1},\prime l(t))||^{\frac{l)}{E^{-1}l)-}}d_{l}\iota=0$ .
$\mathrm{T}11\mathrm{C}$ fillal $1$) $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{t}$ of $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{U}1^{\cdot}$ lcctul$\cdot$e is devot,ed t,o $1^{\cdot}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}_{1^{)}1^{1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}}}$) $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}$ of tlle following lowcr
$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{O}}11\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f},\mathrm{y}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{e}^{\mathrm{C}}.,’ 111\mathrm{t},$. $\mathfrak{j}$ ) $\mathfrak{N}^{\mathrm{c}}$)$1\mathrm{c}\mathrm{C}1$ if,sclf $()11\mathrm{C}()1111\mathrm{c}\mathrm{C}|_{}(^{\backslash }\text{ }\mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{S}$ :
THEOREM 15 $([10]. \mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\acute{\mathrm{c}}01^{\cdot}\grave{\mathrm{c}}11\mathrm{l}\mathrm{C}1.1)$ . - Let X. $Y$ be two topological spaces. with $Y$
connected ancl locally connected. and let $\varphi$ : $X\cross Yarrow R$ be a function satisfying the
$foll\mathit{0}u)in_{\mathit{9}}tu)\mathrm{o}conditi,onS$ :
(a) for each.$l\cdot\in X$ . the function $\varphi(.l:. \cdot)$ is $cont\uparrow,nuous$ . $0\in \mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}(\varphi(.7,.Y))$ . and $\mathrm{i}_{11}\mathrm{t}(\{y\in Y$ :
$\varphi(_{J}.’:.y)=0\})=V$ :
(1) $)$ $thc^{J}$ set
{ $(\prime l/’.Z)\in Y\mathrm{x}Y$ : $\{.l:\in X$ : $\varphi(.7:..?/)<0<\varphi(.\prime 7^{\cdot}.\mathcal{Z})\}$ is open}
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is dense in $Y\cross Y$ .
$\tau[_{len}$ . if. $f\cdot or$ each.i: $\in X$ . one (lenotes $l_{J}yQ(j:)t,he$ set, of
$\cdot$
all $y\in Y$ such that $\varphi(J^{\cdot}.y)=()$
and $y$ is not a local $extremu\gamma nfo’(\varphi(X., \cdot)$ . one has that $Q(.l\cdot)$ is non-emtpy and closc($l$ , and
$tl\iota at_{s}t,he7\mathit{7}tult,ifi\iota nCt,i_{on},.’\cdotarrow Q(.’:)i,sl_{owC\gamma\cdot Sem}icont,\text{ }j,nuous$ .
Wc llow $1^{\cdot}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}$ two $\mathrm{a}_{1^{)}1^{1\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{i}1}}$) $\mathrm{t}01\mathrm{s}$ of $\mathrm{T}1_{1(^{1}},01^{\cdot}\mathrm{C}^{\backslash }11115$ t,o $\mathrm{i}_{111}1$) $1\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}(\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathfrak{c}1^{1}1\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}11\mathrm{S}$.
THEOREM 16 ([17]. $\mathrm{T}1_{1}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}1^{\cdot}(_{\text{ }}\backslash \mathrm{n}12).- Lc^{\lrcorner}tY$ be a $lj,n(^{J}a7^{\cdot}s\prime nl)s\tau$) $(\iota(c\prime of\cdot B^{7}1$ . $w^{\mathit{1}}/,tt\prime \mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}11(Y)\geq 2$ .
$(\iota ncll,c^{y}tf : [0.1]\cross B^{7ll_{\backslash }}\cross Yarrow Bl)(^{J}$ $a$ ( $\mathit{0}’\prime\prime,f,’/,\mathrm{c}\prime\prime,ll\iota \mathit{0}txSful\prime x(t\text{ }io\mathit{0},S$ such that. for each $(t,.\xi)\in$
$[0.1]\cross B^{llk}$ . $f\cdot(t’. \xi. \cdot)\prime is(\iota ffin(\lrcorner\zeta\iota’|,(lno/r7-C\mathit{0}\prime\prime \text{ }\llcorner St(\iota tj,nY$ .
Then. $f_{\mathit{0}7}\cdot C’\mathrm{t}\prime\prime_{C\gamma y}.’:_{0\cdot\cdot 1\cdot\cdots\cdot\cdot k-}\prime \mathfrak{l}:1\in B’’$ . $t\prime h_{C^{\lrcorner}}(\prime cy(^{\lrcorner}..li\prime i,st\prime sl)\in]()$ . $1$ ] $s(\iota ct/,$ $tl’,(\iota tthc^{y}$ set of $(|,ll$
$funct?,onsu\in C^{\mathrm{A}}([0. l)].R^{7\mathfrak{l}})sati.\mathrm{q}t^{p\prime}\dot{/}i".()$
$n_{r}^{(\lambda)}(t)\in Yf(t.u(t). u’(t). \ldots.u^{(}\lambda\cdot)(t))=()i^{t}n[(). \iota)]$ .
$\mu^{(^{j})}(())=.’:_{l}.\cdot f.\mathit{0}’\cdot i=()$ . $1$ . $\ldots,$ $l.\cup\cdot-1$ .
has the $conti_{j}Jnu^{\mathit{1}}lm$ power.
THEOREM 17 $($ [7]. $\mathrm{E}_{\mathrm{X}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{D}}1)1_{\mathrm{C}}4.1$ ). - Let ($.\}\subseteq B^{7\prime}(7l\geq 3)ljc^{\lrcorner}$ an open. $l$) $\mathit{0}$ rm $dc^{y}d$ .
connected $S’ulJSet,$ . $w\dot{\uparrow_{j}}th$ a boun, $\mathrm{c}l(l7y$ of
$\cdot$
class $C^{1.1}$ .
Then. for $ene7^{\cdot}q/g\in L^{p}(\Omega)$ . with $p\in$ ] $n$ . $+\infty$ [ , $\gamma\in[0.1$ [. $\lambda.l^{l},$ $\in$ R. there $C.l_{s}\cdot\dot{\uparrow_{j}}Sts$
$u\in W^{2,p}(\Omega)\cap W_{0}^{1,p}(\Omega)$ such that
$\triangle u(.r)=\lambda \mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}_{11}\triangle u(.7:)+_{l^{\iota}}(|?\mathit{1},(.\mathfrak{l}\cdot)|+||\nabla u(.’|_{\text{ }}.)||)^{\gamma}+g(.’\cdot)$
$f_{\mathit{0}7}\cdot al^{a}\prime noste.\mathrm{t})e^{\mathfrak{l}}\gamma\cdot yj\cdot\in\Omega.$ .
$\mathrm{F}_{01}\cdot \mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}1_{1\mathrm{C}}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{s}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{C}(1$ to $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{C}}11115$ . wc $1^{\cdot}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}$. t,o [9]. [11]. [12]. [13]. [14]. [15].
$\mathrm{B}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{C}$ cstablishing $\mathrm{t}_{1}11\mathrm{e}$ fillal $\mathrm{a}1$) $1^{)}1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}11\mathrm{S}^{1}$ of $\mathrm{T}1_{1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}}115$ . we also $1^{\cdot}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}_{}11(\mathrm{y},$ $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}11\mathrm{o}\mathrm{W}\mathrm{i}_{1}$
THEOREM 18 $([16]. \mathrm{T}11\acute{\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{O}1^{\cdot}\grave{\mathrm{c}}^{\backslash }111\mathrm{e}2)$ . - Let X. $Y$ be two ,real, Banach $\mathrm{c}\sigma p_{\mathrm{C}}\iota ceS$ . $lc^{\lrcorner}t(\mathrm{I})$ :
$Xarrow Y$ be a continuous linear$\cdot$ surj $c^{y}ct,\prime i^{!}\iota$ ) $CCJ^{\prime pe}7(\iota t\mathit{0}7^{\cdot}$ . and let $\Psi$ : $Xarrow Y$ be a Lips $\mathrm{c}\cdot httzi(/,n$
operator. $wi_{J}tl\iota L_{i}p_{SCh}i\prime t,zconst\text{ }ant,$ $L< \frac{1}{\subset \mathrm{v}_{\mathfrak{c}1}},$ $\cdot u\prime he7^{\cdot}e\alpha_{\mathrm{I}}()=\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}11_{||})||\leq 1y\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}’ \mathrm{t},(0.\mathrm{e}\mathrm{I}^{)^{-1}}(y))$ .
Then. ,$f_{\mathit{0}7}\cdot c^{\lrcorner}achy\in Y.$ the set, ( $(\mathrm{I})+(\mathrm{I}/)^{-1}(y)?_{t}S$ a $(\prime rl,on- err\iota_{[}rJt_{\text{ }}y)7\mathrm{r}^{y}t\prime 7a(t$ , of X. and th $e$
$??lult_{\text{ }}if?\iota nct^{\mathit{1}}i_{\text{ }}o\prime 7\prime yarrow((\mathrm{I})+\Psi)^{-1}(.l/)i_{\text{ }}sL/_{I},’)SCt\prime\prime_{\text{ }}it_{Z’}’(/,\prime l$ (with $/c^{\lrcorner}specf$, to the Hans ($lo7$fl
$\cdot$
$(li,St,(\iota\prime\prime \mathit{1}c\mathrm{c}^{\lrcorner})$ .
$u\mathit{1}i$,th Lipschitz constan$t,$ $\frac{\mathrm{r}\iota_{(}\downarrow}{1-L\alpha_{\Phi}},$ .
We IIOW call $1$) $1^{\cdot}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{c}$
THEOREM 19. - Let $Xbc^{y}$ a $co;ljne(tC^{\lrcorner}\zeta lt_{\mathit{0}}p\mathit{0}lo(J^{i}calSp(\iota ce$. $E$ a 7 $eal_{\text{ }}$ Banach space (with
$t,lo\mathrm{c}J^{i}C$ ($\iota l$ dual space $E^{*}$ ). $\Phi$ an $ope^{6}rClf,07^{\cdot}f_{7}omX$ into $E^{*}$ . $f$ a $7^{\cdot}eal$ fun $\mathrm{c}\cdot ti\mathit{0}’ CJ?7X\cross E$
such that. $f\mathrm{o}7^{\cdot}e\mathrm{c}\iota Ch.\eta\cdot\in X.$ $f(.?\cdot. \cdot)$ is $Li_{\mathit{1}^{J}}st\cdot hit\nearrow^{6}./,a\dot{\uparrow,}n$ E. $w?,t,h$ Lipschitz constant $L(.l\cdot)\geq$ $()$ .
Further. assume that the set
{ $y\in E:\langle^{(\mathrm{I}})(\cdot).y\rangle-f.(\cdot.y)$ is $Co7ltin?\iota ous$ }
$i,s\mathrm{r}l\mathrm{c}^{\mathrm{J}}rtSemE(’,\gamma\iota dth,at$ the set
$\{(.?..y)\in X\cross E : \langle^{(\mathrm{I})}(.’\cdot).’)\rangle|=f\cdot(.’..y)\}$
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is disconnected.
$Th$,en. $the7^{\cdot}Ce.\iota i_{j}stssome.\chi:0\in X$ such $thc\iota t||\Phi(:x,0)||_{E^{\mathrm{r}}}\leq L(J_{0})$ .
PROOF. $\mathrm{A}_{1}\cdot \mathrm{g}\iota 1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}$ by $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}}$. assumc that $||\mathrm{c}\mathrm{I}^{)}(J^{\cdot})||_{E^{*}}>L(a\cdot)$ for all $g\cdot\in X$ .
Tllell. by $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}18$ . for $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}.\prime l:\in X.$ thc $\mathrm{f}1_{11}1\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}11\langle\Phi(\prime j\cdot). \cdot\rangle-f(.|. \cdot)$ is onto $R$ , is $0_{1}$) $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}$
and llas $(^{\backslash }\mathrm{O}11\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{f},\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}1)\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}11\uparrow,$ $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{C}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{S}\mathfrak{c}_{\text{ }}\}\mathrm{s}$. At t,llis $1$) $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t},$ . wc can $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{l}$) $\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{c}\mathrm{m}15l$. t,o get that $\mathrm{t}1_{1\mathrm{C}}$
$111\iota \mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}n11\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}11Q:Xarrow 2^{E}(1(_{J}^{\backslash }\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{11\mathrm{c}\mathrm{c}}1$by
$Q(.?\cdot)=\{y\in E : \langle^{(\mathrm{I})}(.\mathit{1}^{\cdot}).y\rangle=f.(_{\mathit{1}:.y}.)\}$
is lower scmicolltinuo\iota ls. Tllcll. sillcc $X$ is colllle( $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}$ and $\mathrm{c}‘ \mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}11Q(.1^{\cdot})$ is’ $11()1\iota- \mathrm{C}\mathrm{n}11^{)}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}$ alld
connccted. Tllcol$\cdot$cln 3.2 of [6] $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}’ \mathrm{U}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{C}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}11\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}_{}$ the $\mathrm{g}1^{\cdot}\mathfrak{c}‘ \mathrm{t}1^{)}\mathrm{h}$ of $Q$ is collnected too. against one of
$\{)1\iota \mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}’ \mathrm{s}11\mathrm{m}_{1^{)}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}11\mathrm{s}$. $\triangle$
$\mathrm{O}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{v}\mathrm{C}$ that wllcll. ill $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}19$. $f$ does llof, $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{c}_{1}$) $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{C}1$ on $y$ (tllat is. $L(.l\cdot)=0$ for all
$\supset:\in X)$ wc dircctly get $\mathrm{t}_{}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}$ cxis’tcllcc of a $/_{\lrcorner}’\mathrm{c}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{f}_{\iota}1_{1\mathrm{c}}\supset 0_{1}$) $\mathrm{c}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{a}\uparrow_{)}01^{\cdot}(\mathrm{I}).$ Ill this case. one can
CVCII $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\ln$) $\mathrm{c}$ that; $E$ is $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\ln_{1^{1}\mathrm{y}}$) a $\mathrm{t},0_{1}$) $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{i}$( $\mathrm{a}1$ vcct,or $\mathrm{s}_{1}$) $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{c}$ (scc [20]). To get a $/_{\lrcorner}’\mathrm{C}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}1^{\cdot}(\mathrm{I})$
allowing $.f$ to $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{c}_{1^{)\mathrm{c}11(1}}\mathrm{o}11y$ . we call use
THEOREM 20. - Let $X$ be a connected $to_{I}$) $ologi\prime cal$ space. $E$ a $\prime r\cdot ealBanaCl\iota$ space (with
topological dual space $E^{*}$ ). $(\mathrm{I})$ an $op_{C}r\cdot c\iota to7^{\cdot}fr\mathit{0}mx$ into $E^{*}$ . $u$) $/_{\text{ }}t_{\text{ }}h$ closed $7ange$ . A $SS’u\prime ne$ that.
$f_{\mathit{0}7^{\mathrm{Y}}ea}Cll\xi>0$ . $the7^{\cdot}ee.l;ists$ a real $funct\prime ionf_{\epsilon}$ on $X\cross E$ hamng the $foll_{\mathit{0}\mu}$)$ingp7ope7$ ties:
(a) for each $r\cdot\in X$ . the $f\dot{u}nct_{i}\mathit{0}nf\epsilon(J^{\cdot}. \cdot)$ is $L^{J}ipSchitz\dot{i}an$ in E. with Lipschitz $conSta/\iota t$ less
than $07^{\cdot}$ equal to $\epsilon$ :
(b) $t,hc$ set
{ $?/\in E:\langle^{\mathrm{e}}\mathrm{I})(\cdot).y\rangle-f_{\epsilon}(\cdot.y)$ is $co\prime r\prime ti_{7}\mathrm{t}uous$ }
is clemse $ir\iota$ E.$\cdot$
(c) th, $e$ set
$\{(.l\cdot. .l/)\in X\cross E : \langle^{(\mathrm{I})}(.l\cdot).y\rangle=f_{\epsilon}(x. y)\}$
is $disco^{\prime/\tau 77},eCted$ .
Then. $\Phi$ vanishes at $sor\mathit{7}\prime\prime e$ point of $X$ .
PROOF. $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{l}$) $\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}19$. $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}1_{1}\xi>0$. wc gct a $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{l}1}\mathrm{t}r_{\epsilon}\in X$ stlch that
$||\Phi(’.\epsilon)||\mathrm{x}*\leq\xi$ . In $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}$,hcr $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{d}\mathrm{s}$. $0$ is’ in $\mathrm{t},1_{1\mathrm{C}^{1}}\mathrm{c}1_{0}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}11^{\cdot}\mathrm{c}$ of ($\mathrm{I}^{)}(x)$ . But. by ‘ffi$\mathrm{S}\mathrm{U}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}$) $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ . $\Phi(X)$ is
closed. an($1$ so $0\in(\mathrm{I})(X)$ . as clainlccl. $\triangle$
THEOREM 21. - $LctX$ be a conn ectecl an($l$ locally connected $top_{\mathit{0}lo}gi,cal$ space. $E$ a
$” eal$, Banach space. (I) : $Xarrow E^{*}a$ (strong $l_{l}/$)($.ont\dot{?}_{\text{ }}nu\mathit{0}usop_{\Gamma^{\lrcorner}7\zeta\iota}t\mathit{0}r\cdot$. $L$ a $non- ne_{J}\zeta c\iota t_{i\mathrm{t};e}$ real
$fun\zeta\cdot t\dot{t}_{\text{ }}on$ on X. Denote $f_{J}y$ A $t,h(^{\lrcorner}$ set of
$\cdot$
all continuous functions $f’$ : $X\cross Earrow RsuCl\iota thc\iota t$ .
$fo’\cdot$ each.l $\cdot$ $\in X.$ $f(.1^{\cdot}. \cdot)i,sL_{i}psch\dot{t}_{x}t_{Z\prime an}\text{ }$ in E. $w/,t,l_{7}$ Lipschitz constant less than or equal to
$L(j\cdot)$ . Consicler A $e(l^{u}i\prime ppe(l, u)/,t_{\rfloor}htl\prime e7^{\cdot}el(\iota t\prime\prime viZat,\mathit{0}n$ of $tl_{7_{\wedge}}e$ strongest vector topology on the
$.sp((_{\text{ }}CeR^{x\mathrm{x}E}$ . ancl assume that the set,
$\{(f...’\cdot.y)\in\Lambda \mathrm{x}X\cross E : \langle(\mathrm{I}^{)}(x). y\rangle=f.(.\iota\cdot.y)\}$
is $(l_{i,9Con}\prime\prime\prime eCt_{C^{\mathrm{J}}(}l$.
$Th$, en. there $C.l,/_{J\mathrm{c}}\mathrm{s}tSso\uparrow ne.1^{\cdot}0\in X.Sll(ht,h(l,t’||\mathrm{e}\mathrm{I}^{)}(.\}0)||_{E^{\mathrm{s}}}\leq L(1_{0})$
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PROOF. $\mathrm{A}_{1}\cdot \mathrm{g}n\mathrm{i}_{1\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{g}$ by $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}11\mathrm{t}_{1},\cdot \mathrm{a}(1\mathrm{i}()\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}^{-}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}1.‘ \mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}1(_{\text{ }^{}\backslash }\mathrm{t}_{!}11\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}, ||\mathrm{c}\mathrm{I}^{)}(.\})||_{E^{\mathrm{x}}}>L(.l\cdot)\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}1^{\cdot}(‘ \mathrm{d}1.’\cdot\in X$ . $\mathrm{F}\mathrm{o}1^{\cdot}$
eacll $(f.\supset:.y)\in\Lambda \mathrm{x}X\mathrm{x}$ E. $1$) $11\mathrm{t}$
$\varphi(f...’\cdot. y)=\langle^{(\mathrm{I})}(.\prime 1^{\cdot})..\mathrm{t}/\rangle-f\cdot(.\mathit{1}^{\cdot}.\prime l))$ .
$()\mathrm{I})\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\backslash 1^{\cdot}\mathrm{v}(^{\backslash }\mathrm{t},\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{f}’$ . for $\mathrm{c}^{\mathrm{Y}}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}1_{1}(.;. .l/)\in X\cross E$ . $\mathrm{t},11\mathrm{C}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{1}11\mathrm{c}\mathrm{f},\mathrm{i}_{0}11\varphi(\cdot..;.y)$ is $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{f}_{1}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}1\iota\iota \mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{S}$ ill A sillcc it is
$(^{\}}(11\mathrm{t},\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{l}1}n(\iota \mathrm{S}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{W}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f},1_{1}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{s}_{1})$($\backslash ,\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}$ t,o $\mathrm{t},11(^{\backslash },$ $\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{O}},1)\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{y}$ of $1$) $(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{W}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}(011\mathrm{V}\mathrm{C}^{\backslash }1^{\cdot}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{c}^{s}$ . $\mathrm{M}\mathrm{o}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{c}(\mathrm{v}(^{\backslash },1^{\cdot},$ $\mathrm{f}()1^{\cdot}(_{C}^{\backslash },‘\iota \mathrm{C}1_{1}$
$f\in$ A. $\mathrm{t},1_{1\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{f}\iota 111(\mathrm{Y}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}()11\varphi(f. \cdot. \cdot)$ is $\mathrm{c}()11\uparrow \mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}()1\mathrm{l}\mathrm{s}’ \mathrm{i}_{11}X\mathrm{x}E(\mathrm{t}_{l}1_{1}\mathrm{a}11\mathrm{k}.\mathrm{S}’ \mathrm{t},()\mathrm{t},1_{1(^{\tau}},$ $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}_{1()},\cdot 1(.()11\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{1111}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{y}$ of
$(\mathrm{I}^{)}).\dot{c}\iota 11(1$ . $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}_{11}$ by $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{O}1(}.\backslash ,\mathrm{n}118$ . is $()$ llt, $()$ R. $\mathrm{a}11(1\mathrm{h}_{C1_{\mathrm{c}}\mathrm{S}}‘ 11$( local $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{f}1^{\cdot}(_{\text{ }^{}\tau}111‘.\iota$ . $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}11\mathrm{s}(_{\text{ }}\backslash \mathfrak{c}1\mathrm{u}(^{\backslash }\text{ }\mathrm{n}\mathrm{f},1\mathrm{y}$. $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{g}(‘\iota \mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}$
by Tlle$()1^{\cdot}\mathrm{C}11115$ . $\mathrm{f},1_{1}\mathrm{e}111\iota 1\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{C}\{,\mathrm{i}(11Q:\Lambdaarrow 2^{X\cross E}(1\mathrm{c}^{\backslash }\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{11}(^{\backslash }\text{ }(1|)\mathrm{y}$
$Q(f)=\{(.;\cdot.y)\in X\cross E : \langle^{(\mathrm{I})}(.l\cdot). ’(/\rangle=f.(_{ll}.\cdot. ’/)\}$
is $1_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{W}\mathrm{C}1}\cdot \mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}111\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{1}1\mathrm{U}\mathrm{O}\iota 1\mathrm{S}$. $\mathrm{B}_{11}\uparrow,$ . ])$\mathrm{y}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}19$ . each set $Q(f)$ is $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}1111(J\mathrm{c}\backslash \mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{c}1$. $\mathrm{O}11\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}1_{1\mathrm{C}}1^{\cdot}$
$11\mathrm{a}11(1$ . A is $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}11\mathrm{C}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{d}}$ (s’illcc it, is $(^{\backslash }(11\mathrm{V}(^{\backslash }/\mathrm{X}).\dot{c}\mathrm{t}11(1$ so. by $\mathrm{T}1_{1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{n}}13.2$ of [6]. $\mathrm{t}1_{1\mathrm{c}\mathrm{g}}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{a}_{1^{\mathrm{J}11}}$ of $Q$ is
collllcctlecl. $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}_{11\mathrm{s}}\mathrm{t},$ $011\mathrm{C}$ of on1 $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{l}11111^{)}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}11\mathrm{s}$. $\triangle$
$\mathrm{F}_{\mathrm{l}0\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}21$ . wc $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}$ . of $(\mathrm{O}\mathrm{t}11^{\cdot}\mathrm{S}’ \mathrm{C}$ . $\mathrm{f}_{!}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}1_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{W}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}}1\mathrm{g}$
THEOREM 22. - Let, $X$ be a $co$ ”, $Cct,ed$ and $loc(\iota ljl,y$ connected $t_{\text{ }}opolo/(’ C( \iota l\mathrm{c}\mathrm{S}\int)(l(.e$ . $E$ a
$real_{\text{ }}$ Banach space. (I) : $Xarrow E^{*}a(st^{J}r\cdot ongl\mathrm{t}/)contin\uparrow\iota ousope7$ ator. $w\dot{t}_{\text{ }}thcloSC(l$ range. $Fo7^{\cdot}$
each $\epsilon>0$ . denote by $\Lambda_{\epsilon}$ the set of all continuous $funct\rho_{\text{ }}onsf$ : $X$ }$\sigma Earrow BSllCh$ that. $fo7^{\cdot}$
each.;: $\in X.$ ; $(J:. \cdot)$ is Lipschitzian in E. with Lipschitz constant less than or $\cdot$ equal to $\xi$ .
$c_{onS}i(le7^{\cdot}\Lambda\epsilon$ equippecl $u\mathit{1}i,t\prime h$ the $\gamma\cdot el(\iota t_{iv}?,zat?,on$ of
$\cdot$
the strongest vecto’ $\cdot$ topology on the space
$B^{X\cross E}$ . ancl ($lSSumet,h(|_{j}f,$ the set
$\{(f...l\cdot..())\in\Lambda_{\epsilon}\mathrm{x}X\mathrm{x}E : \langle^{(\mathrm{I})}(.’\cdot).’(/\rangle=f\cdot(x. y)\}$
is $cl\uparrow_{\text{ }}.sconnc\lrcorner Ct_{C(}l$.
Then. (I) llanish $(^{\lrcorner}s$ at $so\uparrow nc^{\lrcorner}$ point of
$\cdot$
$X$ . $x$
We concludc by $1$) $1^{\cdot}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}$) $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ thc following colljcct\iota ll $\cdot$e:
CONJECTURE. $Let_{\text{ }}x$ be the closed ’unit $bC\iota ll$ of
$\cdot$
$B^{l\prime}$ . $(77\geq 2)$ . $g:Xarrow X$ a $co’ t^{l},/_{\text{ }}nu\mathit{0}us$
$functi,on$ ancl $\epsilon>0$ . Den$ote$ by $\Lambda_{F}$ the set all continuous functions $f$ : $X\cross R^{71}arrow RS’u\mathrm{C}^{\cdot}h$
$t,hat$ . $f_{\mathit{0}7}\cdot$ each.l $\cdot$ $\in X.$ $f(.’\cdot. \cdot)$ is Lips ( $l’,/,t_{Z}\uparrow j$an $\dot{/_{N}}nB^{\eta}$ . $w\uparrow,th$ Lipschitz $const_{\text{ }}ant$, less than $07^{\cdot}$
$e(\mathit{1}^{\mathrm{t}\mathit{4}}rllt\text{ }o\mathrm{f}$ . $C_{\mathit{0}n}Side^{t}/\cdot\Lambda\epsilon e(\mathit{1}^{u^{J}\prime_{\mathit{1}^{)}pe}},r(l$ with the $rel_{\text{ }}at_{\text{ }}j_{}\mathrm{t}\mathit{1}\prime j_{U}Zat_{\text{ }}\dot{t_{\mathit{1}}}on$ of
$\cdot$
the $st\text{ }\gamma \mathit{0}’\gamma\prime_{j}(estllC^{y}Cto7^{\cdot}t_{\mathit{0}}I^{jo}lo(Jy$ on
$t,l\prime\prime e$ space $R^{X\mathrm{X}R^{1\mathrm{t}}}$ Then. the set,
$\{(f...’\cdot.y)\in\Lambda_{\epsilon}\cross X\cross B^{7l} : \langle.(/(.’\cdot)-.l\cdot.y\rangle=f.(r\cdot. y)\}$
is disconnectecl.
Obscrvc t,llat. $011$ thc basis of $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}22$. $\mathrm{t},1_{1}\mathrm{c}$ abovc $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{j}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{c}$ conld lcad to a colll-
$1^{)}1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{C}},1\mathrm{y}$ ncw way of $1$) $1^{\cdot}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ the $\mathrm{B}\mathrm{l}\cdot 0\iota \mathrm{w}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}$. fixcd $1$) $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{C}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}$.
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